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Documentary editing is not simply copying or transcribing a text; it is a highly complex procedure which is embedded in relationships that usually go unanalyzed.
—Jennifer S.H. Brown2
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I Introduction

During its more than one hundred years of existence, the primary mission of the Champlain Society has been to publish, on a regular basis, editions of significant Canadian documentary materials prepared to a high standard. In 1992 the historian Jennifer S.H. Brown, a Champlain Society Council member and the General Editor of the Rupert's Land Record Society, spoke about the challenges of editing to a one-day conference sponsored by the Champlain Society. She was concerned about the role of the Champlain Society in changing times, particularly the developing need to include documents relating to women and aboriginal peoples. But she also made an optimistic statement about what historical editing, scrupulously carried out, can accomplish:

To catalogue all the roles of a documentary editor is to realize that in fact ... this shadowy figure whose name appears in small print on a title page ... is indeed very powerful. We tend to think of editors as mediators or transmitters, rather like telephone lines carrying messages from text to reader. But they in fact are more like transformers, controlling and modifying the actual nature of the signals ... that they carry .... They are the critical decision-makers about the text and the author behind it. As such, they have the powers of judging and determining which texts go forward to an audience and how they are presented and represented, voiced, muted, or silenced.3

The Champlain Society has been the chief – and is now almost the only surviving – example in Canada of the practice of historical or documentary editing. How can we go about ensuring that this transforming power represents to the eventual readers of our editions the best editorial practices?

Readers wondering what it is we do, and novice editors reading these Guidelines for the first time, should throw caution to the winds and go immediately to page 25, to read Andrew C. Holman’s wonderful reflections on editing A Hotly Contested Affair, the Society’s book for
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2020, and our first to delve into Canadian sports history. I can’t think of a better way to discover how a scholar and teacher, interested in hockey for personal reasons, could find his project drawing him more and more deeply not only into the documents – richer than any of us realized – but into a passionate concern with the historical and social situation of hockey in Canada. Holman’s experience – he was a novice editor at the beginning – is one we hope every editor will have, and his account of how it came about is gripping reading. Start there – you won’t regret it.

Most editors beginning a project in English will encounter two different approaches to editorial technique: the literary and the historical. Their relationship has been the subject of sharp debate in the Anglo-American editing community. Textual editing has a long tradition as a branch of philology. More recently, drawing on the work of biblical and Shakespearean scholars as well as that of the bibliographer Sir Walter Greg, the American scholar Fredson Bowers and others developed a tradition of literary editing that attempts, through intensive manuscript research and the close comparison of variants, to establish an “ideal” text of a given work, the text that the author would have intended as the best version of his or her work, but purged of the casual accidents of publication. Literary editing has sometimes produced texts surrounded by forests of variant readings and with elaborate annotation.

Historical or documentary editing also has a long tradition (see below), but its techniques were the subject of particularly intense discussion in the late twentieth century. Often associated with the great American “Presidential Papers” projects, documentary editing tends to emphasize the historical moment of a given text, the letter as it was received by the addressee, not as first
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4See particularly D.C. Greetham, Textual Scholarship: An Introduction (New York: Garland, 1992) and the short bibliography which concludes these guidelines.

5American literary editing has generally neglected the well-established French tradition of “best text” editing based on the work of Joseph Bédier. See, for example, Bernard Barbiche and Monique Chatenet, L’Édition des textes anciens XVIe – VIIIe siècle. Documents et méthodes no 1, 2nd ed., Paris: Inventaire général des monuments et des richesses artistiques de la France, (1990). The difficulties inherent in both schools of literary editing are helpfully analysed by David Greetham, Textual Scholarship: An Introduction, 323–25 and passim; regrettably he does not address the specific problems of documentary editing.
drafted by the originator, the constitutional document in the form in which it was passed, not in its unamended version. Historians have usually preferred a “clear text” without elaborate apparatus, and have often preferred to modernize. But if literary editing has been vulnerable to accusations of pedantry,6 historical editors in their turn have been accused of naïveté about the ways documents are created; given the potential variations introduced by drafting, transcription, transmission, typesetting, and above all, editing, can there ever be a really “clear text”?

In 1978–81 two notable articles addressed these issues. G. Thomas Tanselle, in “The Editing of Historical Documents,”7 spoke for the literary editors, and Robert Taylor responded on behalf of the historians in “Editorial Practices–An Historian's View.”8 Four decades later it has become apparent that literary editors have learned much from the techniques of historical editing, and historical editors have lost their innocence about how their documents come into existence. Furthermore, fresh participants have entered the debate: scholars from the developing field of book history, who have cast inquiring eyes on the material processes of creation and transmission undergone by all textual works, of whatever kind, and those who work in the new field of digital editing, whether preparing digital texts of unedited documents, or editing born-digital texts. Such processes themselves may exhibit important historical evidence which editors of the past often neglected.

The English editor P.D.A. Harvey's engaging Editing Historical Records sums up a lifetime of editing medieval, early modern, and eighteenth-century documents, chiefly for the Portsmouth Record Series. His three essential guiding principles, which represent a distillation of
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the vital elements of the English experience of editing, are a good place for any editor of a Champlain Society edition to begin. Harvey’s advice to the first-time editor is:

1 Be accurate;
2 Say what you are going to do and do it;
3 Give full references to the document and describe it.\(^9\)

To these principles of accuracy, consistency, and accountability might be added inclusiveness: in his view the best approach to editing historical records is to try to make the edition of value to any conceivable future enquiry, bearing in mind not only every kind of historian, professional or amateur, but scholars from other disciplines and general enquirers of every kind. There should not, in other words, be one way of editing a text for the literary scholar, another way for the etymologist, another way for the family historian; a proper edition should be adequate for them all, and for many others besides.\(^{10}\)

That recent arrival on the scene, the book historian, would warmly second Harvey's inclusiveness, since it is in preserving all the details of a document's creation and circulation that the documents of book history itself are preserved.

In what follows, we offer a set of guidelines that will assist editors preparing a volume for the Champlain Society to mediate between the texts their research has convinced them should be introduced to a wider public, and that public. We begin with some background on the historical situation of the Society itself within the community of documentary and historical editing. Moving to practical matters, we then discuss the making of a Champlain Society volume, from front matter through edited text to bibliography and index. At the end is a short list of works on bibliography, book history, and editorial practice that will prove useful to the first-time editor and provide reference material for the more experienced.


\(^{10}\)Harvey, *Editing Historical Records*, 11.
The Champlain Society and Documentary Editing

In England the editing of historical documents has a long history, the beginnings of which can be traced in David Douglas's fascinating account of the non-juring churchmen who, in the late seventeenth century, attempted to defend their theological position by collecting and publishing the records of English ecclesiastical history. In the United States the publication of records began with Ebenezer Hazard's *Historical Collections* (1792), and in Canada Thomas B. Akins published *Selections from the Public Documents of the Province of Nova Scotia* in 1869. Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries such series – whether governmental or private – proliferated. This development was fuelled in part by the public interest in narratives of exploration, out of which England's Hakluyt Society and our own Champlain Society emerged. In the United States the emphasis has chiefly been on publishing multi-volume series of the papers of major historical figures such as George Washington and Benjamin Franklin, and today persons as diverse as Albert Einstein, Emma Goldman, and Martin Luther King. In both England and the USA there are local record societies publishing the documents in their care. Most recently, there have been documentary series developed to advance knowledge of popular culture and gender studies, and others series in electronic form.

Canadian editors occupy a complex position between these various editorial traditions. Despite the development of governmental and private projects in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, historical editing as such is not flourishing today in Canada. Setting aside the problem of changing audiences over a century, we can point to the frail cultural infrastructure
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that has always been an obstacle in our huge, thinly populated country. It has been difficult to
develop local record societies with the capacity to publish documents, and in the course of
publishing them to develop the tradition of historical editing that would sustain a modern editor
approaching a new project. Governmental publishing has been sporadic, and private societies like
the Champlain Society have come and gone.

In Quebec there has been active collaboration between historians and literary scholars,
and the Bibliothèque du Nouveau Monde has an admirable record of issuing carefully prepared
texts of historical and literary interest to Canadians. In English Canada, literary editing has
flourished, producing an accumulating body of experience that has usually been devoted to
projects of international significance, not only the *Records of Early English Drama* (an entirely
documentary project), but the noteworthy editions of the works of Erasmus of Rotterdam, John
Stuart Mill, Emile Zola, Benjamin Disraeli, the letters of Mme de Graffigny, and the more recent
multi-volume edition of the collected writings of Northrop Frye.

A specifically Canadian publication series such as that of the Champlain Society can
draw on all these experiences of editing, but only to a certain extent. After more than a hundred
years of activity, and the withering of much documentary publishing in our country, the Society,
whether we like it or not, is in a position of leadership akin to that of England’s Hakluyt Society
and the projects to edit the papers of American presidents. However, it is a solitary position, the
result of three factors which, when taken together, differentiate the Champlain Society’s
publications from comparable series elsewhere. First, with occasional exceptions the Society
publishes only single volumes, not multiple volumes or long series of papers. Second, it has a
responsibility not only to Canadian history and geography, but to Canadian writing; texts which
might be read chiefly by historians in England or the USA may, in Canada, be treated as
foundation texts of our literary culture. Third, besides an audience of interested professional
scholars in history, literature, and other fields, the Society’s membership includes book collectors
and general readers, the latter now broadening as our publications are mounted on the internet.

Good editorial practice has always involved thoughtful consideration of the way in which
a given text is mediated, of the way editors, printers, and publishers, however much or little
attention they pay to the texts they issue, all act as filters between the text as it was written and the way a reader or user encounters it. Twenty-first-century editors, however, are confronted not only with the familiar manuscripts, early printed books, typescripts, maps, and public documents our predecessors worked on, but with the need to “edit” the visual and electronic communications of the new century; increasingly, to these is added the aboriginal record in all its forms. A further issue is presented by the occasional need to present translations of materials in other languages that will constitute authoritative sources for those who do not read those languages.

A final and very important issue is that of the ownership of the materials (both textual and illustrative) that scholars seek to edit. International copyright law makes a clear distinction between the document, text, or image as a physical property (ownership of the document) and as intellectual property (the copyright and moral rights of the document’s creator). Ownership of a document as a physical property does not imply copyright, and conversely ownership of copyright may sometimes belong to a person other than the owner of the physical property.

It is the responsibility of volume editors to determine who holds the copyright to all documents and images used in their edition, and to ensure that the copyright holder has given permission for the Society to publish this material in the volume. Copies of the relevant letters of permission should constitute part of the initial proposal for the edition.

These guidelines cannot address all of the problems that may arise in the course of preparing an edition. They are, however, intended to provide the editor who begins a Champlain Society edition with a general standard of good editorial practice for the preparation of specifically Canadian documentary and historical texts. However, there is no substitute for early consultation with the General Editor. By doing so, Champlain Society editors will assist in the continuing task of rethinking the guidelines as they are challenged by particularly demanding or novel projects, and eventually revising them (as in this new edition) in the light of experience.
III Champlain Society Editorial Practice

How does an editor put to work P.D.A. Harvey’s three essential principles, all of which lead to the ideal goal of an inclusive text, open and useful to all? The criterion of accuracy goes without saying, but accurate with respect to what? Some texts are very difficult to transcribe, some may be incomplete, others, if printed, may exist in multiple and variant texts, authorized or pirated. Just where do you “say what you are going to do,” and how much are you going to say about it? Giving full references to the document may seem easy, but it has sometimes been neglected. And moving on to the next step, what does it actually mean to “describe” a document? Even inclusiveness poses its problems, because the heavily annotated text that is an open book to some readers poses insuperable problems to others. Clearly an editor has many decisions to make. We’ve approached the making of these decisions by following the different parts into which an edition should in most cases fall.

First an important initial point: there is a difference between editing the source document or text and preparing the final copy for submission to the General Editor. The preparation of the source text is a scholarly task, and behind it lies the long history of textual editing described above. In what follows we outline some of the scholarly protocols for achieving a well-edited text of the document according to those principles. However, the preparation of the editor’s own written material – preface, introduction, annotations, appendices, textual note, bibliography – will be subject to a different set of protocols known as copy-editing. The source text is never copy-edited; it is the editor who establishes and presents that text, by means that you will explain in your textual note. The materials of which the editor is author, however, will be copy-edited to a consistent standard by the Society’s copy-editor (in consultation with the editor, of course).

For the “modern” materials in a volume, those that will be copy-edited, the Society recommends two basic reference aids to its editors. The first is The Chicago Manual of Style, hereafter CMS, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 17th or most recent edition, online: https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/home.html. For assistance with footnotes, endnotes, other problems of documentation, and much else, CMS is essential. However, we prefer a different
method for citing archival sources. CMS uses the order from the particular to the general, whereas the reverse order (name of the institution, title of the fonds ([he records of a particular individual or organization] or collection, citation number based on the style of the institution, title of the item, date of the item) is well established in Canada and recommended by Library and Archives Canada, the Archives of Ontario, and other institutions.

Our second reference source – in this case for matters of spelling only – is *The Canadian Oxford Dictionary*. This dictionary is based on the scholarship of the Oxford dictionaries, but gives preference to Canadian usage and includes many Canadianisms not in other dictionaries.

For a detailed, step-by-step outline of the editorial procedures for a Champlain Society text, see the following section.

IV Editing a Document or Text for The Champlain Society

1. The Elements of a Champlain Society Volume.

1.1. Front Matter (sometimes referred to as “Prelims”).

[Material for items indicated with an asterisk is to be supplied by the volume editor.]

The front matter of a published book is conventionally paginated in small roman numerals. This section will be subject to copy-editing, and should be prepared using *The CMS* and *The Oxford Canadian Dictionary*.

1.2. Half-title, with society’s volume number and name of General Editor.

Verso of half-title [blank].

1.3. Society’s title page, featuring the name of the Society in large letters, the title of the edition in smaller letters, the Society’s crest, and “Toronto: The Champlain Society.”

Verso of society’s title page [blank].

1.4. *Frontispiece, if any, with its caption (see 1.7, below).*

1.5. *Title page of the edition, with the words “edited by” and the editor’s name, and “Toronto: The Champlain Society, [and year of publication].”*

Verso of title page, containing copyright statement and Cataloguing in Publication data.
1.6. *Table of Contents.
   Verso of Table of Contents [continued, if necessary].

1.7. *Illustrations [list].

   Note that a separate list of captions, with citations of sources in the form requested by
   the owners of the images, should be prepared for insertion with the images when the
   volume is in production.

   **In addition to their responsibility for requesting permission to publish**
   **images, authors are responsible for the cost of all reproduction and**
   **permission fees. Permissions should be sought from the copyright owners of**
   **images as early as possible, since negotiating access and ordering**
   **reproductions often takes some time. Do not submit photographs or scans**
   **with the original manuscript; retain them and supply only photocopies until**
   **the book goes into production.**

   Verso of Illustrations [continued, if necessary].

1.8. *Maps [list].

   Though maps should be listed separately, they are subject to the same requirements as
   illustrations, 1.7 above.

   Verso of Maps [continued, if necessary].

1.9. *Preface and Acknowledgements.

   In the Preface and Acknowledgements (the latter sometimes appear as a separate section)
   the volume editor has the opportunity to explain the inception and carrying-out of the
   edition. This is distinct from the Introduction, where the focus is on the text being edited.
   It is customary to thank fellow scholars for any assistance they have given with the work
   of the edition, to acknowledge the libraries and archives where research was undertaken,
   and to express gratitude for funding in support of research and publication. Thanks for
   permission to publish documents, images, and maps should also be recorded here. In the
   case of images and maps, specific citations of the source copies being reproduced are
usually given in the captions appearing with them. Footnotes are not customary in the Preface and Acknowledgements.

1.10 Abbreviations for sources frequently cited. Most published document series can be referred to by standard abbreviations. Abbreviations used repeatedly in the edition should be assembled here, in alphabetical order, with the full titles to which they refer.

2. Introduction.

2.1. The Introduction is among the most substantial features of any edited volume. In it the editor has the opportunity to discuss at length the significance of the documents or texts being edited, their sources and provenance, the author or authors’ lives and contributions, or in other cases, the history of the institution that has generated the documents and the ways they were created – indeed, anything that is important for a reader’s understanding of the edited text. This is probably the best place to discuss the history of editing the text itself (if it has been edited before). However, descriptions of sources and discussions of editorial method should appear in a separate Textual Note (see 5.3). Detailed commentary on specific topics in the text is best kept for the annotations to the text (see 5.1).

2.2. References appear in footnotes following the citation methods recommended in CMS. Pagination of the volume with Roman numerals begins with the first page of the Introduction. The Introduction will be subject to copy-editing.

3. The Edited Text or Texts.

3.1. Methodology. The text or document being edited should be prepared using accepted scholarly methods that produce an authoritative and clearly explained version of the original. The editor should detail the decisions involved in preparing it in the Textual Note (5.3). The copy-editor will not edit the resulting text, except to read it with the editor’s own procedures in mind and point out possible typographical errors and anomalies. Maps and illustrations should be subjected to the same critical analysis as the text being edited.

Texts edited for the Champlain Society have come from a variety of sources: early manuscripts and printed books, personal diaries and letters, governmental and
institutional documents, and texts in languages other than English. In some cases, these sources exist in one or more versions, not always of equal validity. Manuscripts always present a challenge, but so do early printed books; an excellent handbook for someone editing a printed text before 1800 (and in many respects, after) is Sarah Werner’s *Studying Early Printed Books 1450-1800: A Practical Guide* (2019), also mentioned in Section V with respect to digital editing. Many Champlain Society editions will not require an elaborate editorial methodology, but the basic approach is laid out below to illustrate the kinds of problems that can arise with even the least challenging text; we have covered many issues that will not be relevant to most projects. **The basic principles we advocate are two: fidelity to the source text, and transparency with respect to method.** Fidelity is difficult, because no edited text is ever without mediation, but a transparent editorial methodology, with all editorial decisions carefully explained, will ensure that the edition becomes a reliable authority.

3.2. **Translations.** Champlain Society texts which are translations of writings and documents in languages other than English pose special problems, and consultation with the General Editor while preparing a proposal is strongly recommended. Briefly put, the selection of the base text in the original language from which the translation has been prepared should be subject to the same kind of critical editorial thinking as a text in English (see below), and it may in a few cases be necessary for scholarly reasons to publish facing-page texts.

   The volume editor is responsible for making or commissioning translations and for any related expenses, and for ensuring their accuracy and readability.

Translations, being in effect “modern” text, will be subject to copy-editing.

4. **Preparing the Text.**

The guidelines below apply to maps, tables, and illustrations as well as textual matter. It is important to ensure that images have been selected and prepared with the same critical awareness as the documents being edited; see 4.12, below.
4.1. Editorial Diary. As the source document or text is being edited, it is a good idea to keep a diary or notebook of editorial decisions as they are made. Some projects take a number of years, and decisions made in the early stages may need revision in the light of growing experience or the discovery of new evidence, by which time the reasons for that early decision may be long forgotten.

4.2. Principles of Selection. The Champlain Society does not advocate editions of heavily excerpted texts, because one reader’s trivia may turn out to be another’s essential historical information. In making a proposal to the Society, the editor will have argued the case for publishing the specific texts in question. To do so may involve selection from a larger body of documents or papers, on such principles as genre, theme, or biographical relevance. Thus, depending on the reason for the edition, a subject’s letters to his wife might be selected as opposed to those to his employers, the correspondence between a cabinet minister and his or her secretary, as opposed to the minister’s official reports. In accepting the proposal, the Society will have accepted the editor’s argument for such a selection, which will in due course be explained in the Introduction. Further excerpting of individual documents is discouraged, though the elision of formulaic material and the systematization of salutations, etc., may be necessary (and should of course be explained in the Textual Note). If in doubt, consultation with the General Editor at an early stage is recommended.

4.3. Establishing the Text. Champlain Society editors do not always have to choose between different versions of a text, but knowing what the procedures are for doing so is an essential editorial skill. An editor’s first task is to locate all known versions – whether in manuscript or print – of the document or documents being edited, and evaluate their provenance and respective strengths and weaknesses. For example, should the editor choose the first edition of a printed book, or a later edition revised by the author? the letter as drafted or as finally sent? the manuscript report in a private collection or the printed version as issued by a government agency or institution? If the text was printed, were there several editions (all copies of which may need to be compared) or variant
issues of a single edition? Once compared, each known version should be given an identifying letter (in editorial parlance, a *siglum*; see section 5.3).

A more complex problem, not unlike that faced by the editor of a Canadian exploration journal, is described by Michael Brennan, former Honorary Series Editor and Secretary of the Hakluyt Society: “Should a modern editor seek to collate a standard nineteenth-century version of a printed work (now based upon lost manuscript sources) against earlier manuscript accounts which are essentially very different texts in themselves? The result can be not so much a list of ‘variants’ as an attempt to edit simultaneously two or more entirely distinctive texts! .... The challenge of editing materials where only a mixture of manuscripts and later printed works supply the whole text is a tricky one.”15 If a Champlain Society editor has to face such a challenge, early consultation with the General Editor is recommended.

Once the known versions of the text are identified, their textual merits evaluated, and a *siglum*, or identifying sign or letter chosen for each, the editor is in a position to decide on scholarly principles which version will form the base text of the edition. This does not mean that other versions should be discarded. Rather, they should be closely compared with the base text to reveal any variants that might cast light on it (see 4.6, below, for the next step in analysing variants).

4.4. **Original Sources.** The editor should be prepared to spend time studying the originals of the documents and texts in question. Microfilms, scans, and photocopies are important aids for checking and re-checking transcriptions, but they are no substitute for close familiarity with originals. The annals of scholarship are rich in anecdotes about imperfect microfilms (“Oh, we set the focus to cut off the marginal stuff because we didn’t think you needed it”), or photocopies that failed to include seemingly blank pages that had useful small annotations. In addition, photographic or electronic copies cannot provide
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15Michael Brennan, personal communication, July 2003.
the necessary information for the preparation of a physical description of the material sources (see 4.10).

4.5. **Transcription.** The editor should prepare a complete and accurate transcription of the source documents or texts, making no editorial alterations whatsoever at this point, but keeping a list of all differences between versions (see “Establishing the Text,” 4.3) and points that will need annotation. This text should then be carefully proofread against the originals. A copy of this original, proofread, transcription should be kept separately from copies made during subsequent editing; it is a good idea to give it a special name and to password-protect it, as a reminder that it should not be altered.

4.5.1. **Cancellations and Interlineations.** Editors using manuscript material (for example, journals and letters) will frequently encounter text that has been cancelled, written over, and interlineated. Most editorial projects establish rules of greater or less complexity, depending on the source text, for dealing with such problems. Among the most frequently used techniques are: to underline expanded material, indicating interlineation and insertions by carets (<...>), and placing damaged or unreadable words in square brackets with a question mark, thus [...?]. For example, a list of transcription rules might cover:

- Elements preserved, such as recurrent abbreviations.
- Elements expanded, such as infrequent abbreviations.
- Elements normalized, such as the old use of v for u, I for j, ff for F. (The older use of long S in manuscript or printed texts is today invariably silently normalized.)
- Handling of damaged text, indecipherable words, cancellations, inserted lines.

Whatever the case, **the editor must steer a judicious course between the scholar’s obligation to establish an authoritative text and the reader’s need for a readable book.** If the editor is in any doubt about establishing a set of transcription rules, early consultation with the General Editor is advisable.
4.6. **Recording Variants.** Having transcribed the base text, the editor should record all substantive variants in the different versions, listing each under the relevant identifying letter or *siglum*, and establish a policy for accounting for accidentals. Substantive variants are differences that alter the meaning of a text; “accidentals” are differences in spelling or punctuation that do not affect meaning. The preparation of such a list is essential during the research phase of the project, and the list may, if needed, form an appendix of textual variants in the final edition.

4.7. **Editing the Text.** Once the base text is transcribed and proofread, a decision will have to be made as to what extent editorial intervention or “emendation” is needed. Emendation is the practice of correcting the base text by analysing the conflicting textual sources to produce what the editor can argue, on historical and philological principles, is the most correct or at least probable reading. The following “Editorial Excursus” illustrates the kinds of issues an editor might face in attempting to emend his or her base text.

**Editorial Excursus: “Three Bales of Marten Skins.”**

Let us take an invented example: the manuscript document being edited, 1771a, reports the shipment of three bales of marten skins. There are two other copies of the document: 1772b uses the spelling “martin,” 1772c says the furs were fox. If we turn to the supporting documents, we find that the ship’s manifest says the furs were fox, the dock receipt says there were two bales of fox, and the author’s diary says that, as he remembers it, he shipped “some bales of beaver.” The editor’s dilemma is which copy of the text – a, b, or c – should be chosen as the base text, and how should it be annotated to indicate the difficulties posed by the sources?

Our example suggests why the Champlain Society ordinarily discourages the production of “eclectic” editions, where a so-called “ideal” text is the objective. Eclectic editing, which attempts to reconstruct the author’s final or most perfected version from the testimony of different manuscripts and early editions, has been applied to classical, medieval, and early modern texts, and to literary texts, and there is much discussion of them in the scholarly literature.
literature. Clearly the thorny differences represented here (and in many similar documentary situations) make it evident that an ideal text would not be possible, and illustrate why eclectic editing is often less suitable for historical and documentary texts. Thus, unless a strong argument can be made for an eclectic text, the Society prefers editors to select on good evidence a single base text that can then be annotated to indicate possible alternative readings in cases where any conflict between versions arises. If the editor, after consultation, chooses to produce an eclectic edition, he or she will then need to evaluate carefully the testimony of differing versions to decide where the base text being developed should be emended.

In the invented example above, the editor will have argued the case for selecting A as the base text. The spelling “martin” in document B is clearly an accidental and is also a misspelling of a common name. It might be recorded in a list of accidentals, but should otherwise be ignored unless it provides evidence of the author’s spelling eccentricities. C, however, raises the important issue of the authority of each of the three versions. Presumably A has been chosen as the base text because the editor has concluded its general authority is greater (it has a good provenance, is written in the author’s hand, etc.). But since C says “fox,” and this is repeated in the ship’s manifest and the dock receipt, the editor will have to decide, probably on strictly historical grounds, what furs in fact were shipped, thus either adding to the authority of A or possibly putting it in question. If A was indeed in the author’s hand and the author’s diary later says “beaver,” a note will be needed.

At any rate, once the decision has been made, the variants can be listed in an appendix to the Textual Note (see 4.8 below), and the edited text annotated (see 5.1) to indicate the problem. If this textual crux raises enough questions, it might also lead to a paragraph in the Introduction.

Returning to our Guidelines:

4.8. **Reporting Variants.** If the text being edited has been produced as the result of the comparison of variant versions, textual variants should be included in an appendix to the Textual Note. A list of any emendations is mandatory, usually in a separate appendix.
4.9. **Grammar, Spelling, Capitalization, and Punctuation.** These should be reproduced as they appear in the original document, as they often provide important cultural and linguistic information. Paragraphing wherever possible should be that of the original, and any alterations (for example the breaking up of exceptionally long paragraphs) should be accounted for in the Textual Note. We do not support the use of “sic” to indicate unusual usages, since any critically edited text is assumed to represent the usage, however eccentric, of its author. The explanation of difficult words may take place in a **Glossary**.

Punctuation, however, is a special case. A classic editorial experience is the encounter between a scrupulous editor and an idiosyncratic text that has to be punctuated to make it readable. This is a real editorial challenge, though of course it varies with writers’ habits in different periods. There may be very little punctuation at all, or else the text may be too heavily punctuated. The transcriber may be faced with a text without commas, or periods at the end of sentences; instead varying sizes of dashes are often found, from the hyphen, to dashes of different lengths, either singularly or in a series to set off text. And when inserting final quotation marks where only opening quotation marks are present it is difficult to know exactly where the quoted text ends. The Champlain Society does not favour modernization, for to normalize all punctuation according to modern practice might make the text easier to read, but does not represent the text as it was produced by its author. The editor needs to stand back and look at the habits of the author being edited, making an effort to consider what are the simplest and clearest principles that express those habits but also assist the reader. To take a single small (but frequent) example, absolutely necessary inserted punctuation can be enclosed in square brackets. Whatever the method adopted, it should be carefully explained, with examples, in the Textual Introduction.

4.10. **Describing the Sources.** A physical description of each document constituting the text should be prepared, first as part of the edition’s research records, but then for eventual use in the Textual Note. This description will be composed of all or most of the following:
4.10.1 The **name of the source** (archives, and fonds or collection? library? private collection?) with citation number as based on the style of the institution.

4.10.2. The **date** of the document, if known. Speculation about dates should take place in the Textual Note, but such “supplied dates” may be noted in square brackets here.

4.10.3. The **author** of the text, if known. Speculation about names should take place in the Textual Note, but “supplied names” may be noted here in square brackets.

4.10.4. If the document is a manuscript, **identification of the hand** if possible, and any comments on the script.

4.10.5. The **format** of the document:

4.10.5.1. If it is a **manuscript**, is it a single sheet? Of what size (both dimensions, in centimetres)? Written on both sides? Several sheets? Separate, or folded together in a booklet? Watermark evidence should be reported, and its implications for the makeup of the document discussed.

4.10.5.2. If the document is a **typescript**, some of the same questions may apply, and it is important to note any handwritten additions, corrections, and signatures.

4.10.5.3. If the source is a **printed book**, the specific copy used should be carefully described: publisher, date, pagination (with any variations), dimensions, provenance of the copy, and any handwritten marginalia or pasted-in insertions. The protocols for describing a printed book are laid out in detail in a number of the works in the bibliography appended to these guidelines, and the General Editor can give advice if needed.

4.10.6. **Binding.** If the document, whether manuscript or printed book, is bound, the binding should be described, briefly if it is a commercial or edition binding, and in more detail if it is an early binding or a privately bound book. Binding evidence may be important in arguing the history of the transmission of the document or text.
4.10.7. **Provenance.** An account of everything that is known about the history of the document’s ownership. This research may later be needed for the Introduction, but even so, a brief account should be part of the document description.

4.11. **Proofreading.** The editor will proofread the entire manuscript before it goes into production, but long before that happens he or she will need to proofread first the base text, and then the text as it has been edited. Proofreading should be done against the original document or text, if possible. If that is not feasible, then the text may be read against microfilmed, scanned, or photographed copies that have previously been compared with the originals. Nothing causes an editor more chagrin than reading a knowledgeable review that points out errors of transcription.

4.12. **Maps and Illustrations.** Illustrations are an important element in the publications of the Champlain Society. Excellent illustrations, well reproduced and properly captioned, can make a volume sparkle and enhance its value to readers; the reverse can drag a volume down. The Society encourages its editors to pay as much attention to the illustrative matter – photographs, engravings, paintings, maps, etc. – as they do to their documents, and to apply to it the same critical procedures as with textual material.

4.12.1. **Assembling and Arranging Maps and Illustrations.** “Maps” can be existing ones (usually historical) that have been photographed or scanned, or created by a cartographer using information supplied by the volume editor. Chapter 12 of CMS, titled “Illustrations and Captions” (15th edition, 473–93), provides excellent advice about this subject to assist a volume editor. Examples of the topics covered are: “Placement and Numbering,” “Physical Handling of Artwork” (for works to be reproduced photographically and electronically), “Captions” (including credit lines), and the “List of Illustrations.” The additional works on publishing listed under the heading “Illustrations” (CMS, 869) are valuable, especially Mark Monmonier’s *Mapping It Out: Expository Cartography for the Humanities and Social Sciences*, and Edward R. Tufte’s three books covering illustrations and graphics. We encourage an editor to begin early to collect a folder of possible illustrations by photocopying items that might be used later. Seek out
archivists, librarians, and others who might be able to make helpful suggestions. Collect as much information as possible about the works – author, title, date, holder of the original, permission fees, and reproduction rights, etc. – so that those selected later for inclusion in the volume can readily be located and acquired for reproduction, and captions can easily be written. As CMS points out, the ways authors prepare illustrations and publishers handle them are changing rapidly, and so it is advisable for editors to discuss the matter of illustrations with the General Editor when they begin to work on their volume.

4.12.2. Captions. A separate list of captions, with citations of sources in the form requested by the owners of the images, should be prepared for insertion with the images in the volume.

4.12.3. Permissions and Reproductions. The amount and form of illustrative material (for example, the use of colour) will be decided by the General Editor in consultation with the volume editor, taking into account the relevance and suitability of the illustrations, the cost involved, and any other related issues.

   **NB:** Volume editors are responsible for requesting permission to publish images, and for the cost of all reproduction and permission fees. Permissions should be sought from the owners of images as early as possible, since negotiating access and ordering reproductions often takes some time.

4.12.4. Submission of Illustrative Materials. Do not submit photographs or scans with the original manuscript; retain them and supply only photocopies for early discussion purposes.

5. Preparing your Manuscript for Submission. Once the document or text has been edited, it is time to begin the assembling of the volume’s manuscript. In the course of establishing the text, the editor will have also identified the kinds of additional material the reader may need: certainly annotations, but also appendices of relevant materials, a biographical dictionary or prosopography, a glossary of specialized words or phrases, a gazetteer. The development of such sections in an addition may be predicted in the original proposal, but the final allocation should be discussed again with the General Editor once the base text has been edited.
5.1. **Annotation of the Text.** Whole books have been written on footnotes, endnotes, marginalia, and all the joyful apparatus of commentary. Annotating the text will give the editor an opportunity to explain and clarify many small points that cannot be handled in the Introduction, a process in which editors generally take great delight. The Champlain Society prefers footnotes to endnotes. We advocate notes that are to the point, short to medium in length, as interestingly written as the materials make possible, and carefully documented. Only the volume editor can decide how many notes are needed, but the principle of moderation is encouraged. Annotations should follow the form described in CMS, “Documentation I,” and will be copy-edited.

5.2. **Appendices.** In the initial proposal, the editor will have sketched the additional features the edition will need: appendices of relevant materials, glossaries, gazetteers, a biographical dictionary. If appendices contain original textual material, they should be subject to the same critical editing procedures described above. If they contain modern material the editor has originated, they will be copy-edited. Annotation should be used sparingly, if at all, in these sections of the volume, as each entry should contain all the relevant material.

5.3. **Textual Note.** The Textual Note is one of the most important parts of the edition; it is here that the editor justifies in detail the authority of the text that has been produced. It should begin with a careful description of the source text or texts, as assembled during the research phase of the project (see above). Each source text basic to the edition should be assigned a **siglum** (plural **sigla**) or specialized sign, alphabetical and/or numerical, that is unique to that source and that will be used throughout to identify it. Examples might be: 1785a, 1861b, and so on. The ensuing Textual Note should contain all the material relevant to an understanding of the way the document or text has been edited. Here the editor can discuss in technical detail the origins of the texts used, variant copies, the reasons for editorial decisions, and the systematization of elements such as dates, salutations, and signatures. If the text being edited requires it, a list of substantive textual variants should be appended to the Textual Note. The Textual Note will be copy-edited.

5.4. **Bibliography.** The bibliography should have three parts: first a list of the textual sources, listed by the **sigla** or specialized abbreviations used to distinguish different versions of the textual
sources, second, a list of primary sources, and third, a list of secondary sources. The bibliography will be copy-edited.

5.4.1 **Textual Sources.** The manuscript and printed sources used for the **base text** of the edition. They should be listed by the *sigla*, if any, that have been used in the **Textual Note** to distinguish different versions of the source material for the text, in the following order: *sigla*, name of the institution, title of the fonds or collection, citation number based on the style of the institution, title of the item, date of the item.

5.4.2 **Primary Sources.** The primary sources used in the Introduction and annotation. For printed texts or other library holdings the order should be: library, author, title as it appears on the title page, publication data, call number, and any standard reference numbers such as Tremaine, STC, or Wing. When the list of primary historical sources is long, sources are sometimes grouped together by country; if in doubt, consult the General Editor.

5.4.3 **Secondary Sources.** This list should include all the secondary material referred to in the volume, plus any other material which had a formative influence on the editor’s research and thinking. It should be arranged as specified in **CMS**, and will be copy-edited.

6. **Index.** The Index is prepared just before the final proofs are to be approved. It can be done by a professional indexer, but it is generally better for the volume editor to prepare the index. Not only does he or she know best what needs to be indexed, and under what headings, but making the index affords a valuable opportunity to catch last-minute inconsistencies of terminology, etc. See **CMS** (current edition) for direction.

V **Digitized Text and Born-digital Materials**

When the Champlain Society’s *Editorial Guidelines* were first prepared in 2003–04, some editors, but few readers, were aware of the transformation in editorial practices the advent of digital textuality would initiate. At the time our own edited historical volumes were already being made available online, but in
the past two decades the presence of digital resources and methods has greatly escalated. By now many of our editors have acquired a good grasp of sources and techniques.

In this revised edition of the Guide we are adding a brief section noting this development, and suggesting a source for less digitally experienced editors who are attempting to edit texts where they must begin not with manuscript or printed documents, but with **material accessible only in digital form**. This is Sarah Werner’s *Studying Early Printed Books 1450 – 1800: A Practical Guide* (2019), 114–17. The book itself is a welcome brief introduction to early printed books for any novice editor who needs to know how the early printed book he or she wants to edit for a modern audience was actually made (as an example, do all the copies have the same text or was it altered in the course of printing?), about format, corrections and changes, abbreviations, marginal notes, and other printing practices that might affect the text being edited, and especially how the book was actually used by those who might have annotated it, loaned it to a friend (who then wrote in it), or even with some pages torn out. For the editor encountering a digital source, Werner has four pages of crisp and cautionary advice. Can you tell, she asks, what size the object imaged is? How much detail can you see? What sort of platform is the digital image on and what type of information does it include? And much more; Werner packs a lot of information into a small space. She also includes a page on “Digital Collections” (170) which lists a number of important collections of early books the editor might want to consult while annotating; Werner maintains a much larger list of her own at [http://www.earlyprintedbooks.com](http://www.earlyprintedbooks.com). This is a down-to-earth, highly informative handbook for the beginner, and a valuable one for the experienced to have on hand.

**VI Reflections of a Champlain Society Editor**

**Andrew C. Holman, “Writing A Hotly Contested Affair”**

*Remarks to The Champlain Society Annual General Meeting, November 12, 2020*

I would like to begin by saying “thank you” to all of you for your involvement with the Champlain Society, to the good people at the University of Toronto Press-Journals Division for their hard work on this volume, and especially to four individuals: first, Patrice Dutil, who invited
me to do the book in the first place; Don McLeod, who has answered every question that I have had with cheer and dispatch; Paul Beck, who has been and continues to be a model of enthusiasm and a skillful promoter; and most of all, Jane Errington, who guided me through this process with generous spirit.

I am proud of the book and I hope it approaches the very high standard that Champlain Society volumes have set and met for the past 115 years. Michel Beaulieu has invited me to make a short presentation about the book and I am happy to do so. My big challenge will be to keep it short. I will try to do that by zeroing in on just two main questions: a) What is *A Hotly Contested Affair* all about? and b) What did I learn from doing it?

First, I should say a little bit about how the book came into being. In early October 2015, more than five years ago, a message appeared in my email inbox from a pdutil@politics.ryerson.ca with a cryptic, perhaps even ominous, subject line: “Out of the Blue: The Champlain Society Calling.” How that message got through my Spam filter, I’ll never know! However, I am certainly glad that it did; it set in motion a project that has absorbed me ever since, and has given me a lot of fun.

Patrice had to know that the prospect of working with The Champlain Society would be irresistible to me. I know this was true because anyone who includes the line “there will be no payment” in his invitation letter knew that his sales job was already half accomplished. I jumped at the chance to write a book proposal.

Originally, Patrice and Don McLeod had hatched the idea of a Champlain Society volume that would feature a documentary history of the National Hockey League, which was then nearing its centennial year, in 2017. In fact, the two of them had made a preliminary pilgrimage to the Hockey Hall of Fame’s Doc Seaman Resource Centre in Etobicoke to do some scouting for prospects. So, the timing seemed good. However, I managed in my proposal to convince Patrice, Don, and ultimately Jane, that the history of the NHL might be a bit too narrow; that documents that cover hockey history well beyond the professional ranks had the potential to tell readers a lot more about Canada than what studying the NHL alone might reveal. In particular, I wanted to cover a wide range of subjects – from elite players to youth; professional to minor hockey and
pickup hockey; how the game was embraced by and affected men and boys, girls and women, Indigenous peoples and settlers, whites and Canadians of colour; Canadian teams abroad, and more. I had in mind the need to address hockey discourse: how impossible it is (and had always been) to relate hockey action accurately; that is, how language fails us.

And so away we went. I pitched my proposal to Jane on December 8, 2015, it was accepted by the Publications Committee ten days later … and the rest is history. So, what’s in it? What is *A Hotly Contested Affair* all about? Like all Champlain Society books, this one is an edited and annotated collection of documents – 157 in all – that, placed together, tell us a story. They trace the arc of Canada’s hockey history, from its origins as a series of ball-and-stick games that were fused together into the modern sport we recognize, at one moment, in early March 1875 on Montreal’s Victoria Skating Rink, when the first reliably recorded game was played. The book’s documents then follow the sport’s winding path from the Victorian era until the early years of the current century.

Like all primary source documents, as Edward Hallett Carr reminded in his inimitable primer, *What is History?* (1961), these sources don’t make much sense until we as historians endow them with order and meaning; and so that’s what I have done. I organized the documents into ten main themes that emerged and reemerged in the texts I found. Each of themes composes one chapter. *An Evolutionary Game* explores hockey’s incremental growth. *A National Banner* demonstrates how English and French Canadians have used hockey to imagine themselves. *An Arena for Commerce* delineates hockey’s long relationship with moneymaking. *An Essentially Violent Game* highlights the sport’s reputation for roughness. *A National Problem* captures the discourse around hockey as an enemy to education, a source of labour exploitation, and a vehicle for Americanization. *A Question of Order, A Question of Character* examines the belief that hockey could generate respectable civic behaviour. *Hockey Talk* explores the technology and drama of hockey narration, and the concern in Quebec about hockey as a portal for anglicization. Hockey’s “whiteness” is examined in *Race and Social Order*, along with the challenges that Indigenous, Black, and Asian players and teams made to that hegemony. *A Gendered Endeavour* pieces together the quest among women and girls to play on integrated and segregated teams, and
to control their sport. Finally, *An International Calling Card* illuminates the mercurial history of Team Canada, from the unmatched international power to one among many. I open the book with an interpretive essay and each chapter is prefaced with a 2,000-word introduction, alongside a telling image.

All of the documents fit the definition we historians have for primary sources: any document that was generated during the same era as the events it describes. However, beyond this commonality, they take different forms and have a variety of different provenances. They include standard sources that professional historians in all fields employ. Among the manuscript sources are excerpts from diaries, ledgers, and oral accounts. They include letters, too, such as one written by A.N. MacKerrow, Secretary of the Montreal Amateur Athletic Association’s Hockey Club (and the keeper of the official rules) in 1897 to the Saint John Hockey League’s Secretary, Fred Magee, providing Amateur Hockey Association of Canada rulebooks to guide play in New Brunswick. They include, too, a 1984 letter from Derek Nind, a high-school math teacher and long-serving juvenile hockey coach from Listowel, Ontario, to his M.P.P., articulating years of frustration with increasing violence in minor hockey. The book features printed and published primary source excerpts as well, such as a feature in a March 1896 issue of the *Queen’s University Journal* called “Hockey among the Ladies,” which evidences the rise of fully equipped and rule-bound women’s teams and schedules in eastern Ontario, and an editorial called “Le hockey tel qu’on parle” from a 1962 issue of the Montreal monthly *Maintenant*, which critiqued recent French-language hockey telecasts (on Radio-Canada’s *Soirée du hockey*) for their use of English terms and worried about hockey culture as a potential vehicle to anglicizing Quebec French. The book’s images are carefully chosen primary sources in their own right. One of them is a 1902 photograph of the hockey team from the Dunbow School (aka St. Joseph’s Industrial School) in High River, Alberta, which shows seven respectably shorn and uniformed Indigenous players surrounding one Roman Catholic priest, an image few of us can look at without thinking of hockey’s role in the sweeping and shameful “civilizing mission” of Indian Residential Schools in twentieth-century Canada. Another photograph captures the moment in March 1955 when NHL President Clarence Campbell was attacked in his seat at the Montreal Forum by a fan angered by
Campbell’s season-ending suspension of French Canada’s national hero, Maurice “Rocket” Richard, for having punched a referee, one of hockey’s few cardinal sins. Finally, the documents also include, here and there, more ephemeral sources peculiar to the sport of hockey and the kinds of records it generates: excerpts from game programs, magazine advertisements, collectors’ items, and promotional material.

The documents in *A Hotly Contested Affair* come from all over Canada. They are drawn from archives, libraries, private collections, and publications from British Columbia to Newfoundland to Nunavut. As I write in the book’s Introduction, the legendary Montreal Canadiens coach Scotty Bowman once told an interviewer that he believed it to be his main job as coach “to have the right players on the ice at the right time.” To stretch the metaphor, I think I have the “right players” on the pages of this collection; the right documents, that is, to tell the story in all its complexity.

The story they tell reveals hockey to be a quintessential Canadian product and a quintessential Canadian *problem*. The book traces how Canadians invented hockey, continuously tinkered with and altered it, shared it with the world, and struggled (and continue to struggle) to maintain some sort of control over it. It documents how Canadians used hockey to propagate national myths (including the myth of nordicity), to make money, and to prescribe morality for others and social order for all. It demonstrates how Canadians (in both Quebec and the Rest of Canada) have used it to generate national identity and national affirmation — a vehicle for sixty-minute moments of unity. And it shows how hockey has acted, quite often, to divide Canadians from one another, by race, region, language, and gender. As a home product, as a metaphor, a source of both unity and division, hockey has been a mirror to much of Canada’s history as a modern national project.

What did I learn from my work on this book? I am not ready yet to provide a full answer to this question; the project is still too close. However, I can identify three important things for now. The first is one that will cause no argument from this assemblage: The Champlain Society is full of good people in pursuit of a worthwhile mission: to bring the archives to the people. It is a mission that remains as relevant as it was in 1905, even as the digital age grants all of us more and
more access to archival holdings (or at least some of them). This mission has, I think, the potential to expand into areas of study on which the Society may not have focused before—new subjects, like sport and other areas of modern cultural life. Hopefully, *A Hotly Contested Affair* will signal to the many historians who employ and revere the Society’s volumes, a broadened scope of interest.

Secondly, I learned more than a little bit about documentary editing. Good editing involves a lot of decision-making and a need for consistent application of those decisions. They include when to intervene in the text, where to cut text when it becomes repetitive, and where to provide annotations to explain unclear ideas or provide biographical information on the documents’ characters. Equally important are the decisions we make to just leave the text alone (in all its occasional imperfections), to stay out of the way as much as possible, and to trust readers to make connections on their own. I suspect there is a grand debate among those who do documentary editing for a living as to whether it constitutes an art or a science. I don’t know the answer to that question. But I do I know that this won’t be my last project in documentary editing. I really like it. And it is a critically important scholarly exercise.

The last point I would like to make tonight is perhaps the most important one. I learned from doing this work that hockey in Canada runs much, much deeper than I had known (and I have written a good deal on the subject already). It runs much deeper than the NHL, and the troubled history of Team Canada, and the sorry state of the Toronto Maple Leafs (though I know that some Ontario-based Champlain Society members would argue loudly that 2020-21 is the year they *will* win the Cup. *Really*).

I learned that hockey has been critically embroiled in so much of the politics and culture of the post-Confederation Canadian experiment. As I have already mentioned, the documents in the book explore a good many of the big questions that Canadians wrestled with: the bugbear of Americanization and the “selling away” of “our” game; the cultural imperative for nation building and the need for healthy symbols; the social implications of competitive youth hockey, the spectre of child labour, and the conundrum of head injuries; the search for equality among boys and girls, men and women, and what that looks like on a hockey rink on integrated and segregated teams;
and the quest for national affirmation in French Canada. These hockey documents reveal a lot about Canadians’ pride, and worries, and obsessions, and triumphs. They demand the same sort of close reading and serious interrogation that other, non-popular sources about the past demand.

Connected to this is another thought. There is something about immersing oneself in primary source documents that brings home the immediacy of the past (and, for me, a Canadian expatriate, makes me feel close to Canada). It does so more than any battery of lectures or book reading can do. The importance of archival study is a point that I have emphasized with my own students at Bridgewater State University, especially in my history methods classes. In those, we always have a trip to the archives where students can roll up their sleeves, put on the white-cotton gloves, and engage the “stuff” of the past materially. They feel it, hold it, smell it. In doing so, history becomes palpable and alive.

It’s an experience that never gets old. For me, I first felt it when I was a graduate student at York University. I had completed my comprehensive exams in spring 1990, but was not quite ready to jump into my dissertation work, so I accepted a three-month summer fellowship at the Stonewall Jackson House Museum in Lexington, Virginia. It was a good gig. They paid a decent stipend and asked merely that I write a long research paper on some aspect of Jackson’s life (mine was on Jackson’s philosophy of health and the medical thinking of the time). The subject took me to the Virginia Historical Society collections in Richmond, where, one afternoon, I got sidetracked (as often happens) and began reading a folder of battlefield letters written by a soldier fighting for the Confederate Army at, as I recall, Antietam. There were eleven letters in all, on thin, light-blue stationery stained with rust, ink smears, and dirty fingerprints. The first ten of them were written by a son to his parents, relating something of the pace of military life, the closeness of friends, and bad food, along with news of the action. Most of the letters were taken up by questions he had for his mum and dad, about his siblings, extended family, and neighbours, and wishing to be remembered to them. Over ten letters, I got to know something of the character of that young man; I identified with his situation (if not his cause). And I could imagine the people he loved. The eleventh letter was not written by the soldier, but by his comrade. It expressed sympathy and explained, briefly, that their son had died honorably. As I was making
my way through that final letter, an archivist interrupted me with the answer to a question I had asked her earlier, and I was embarrassed to have a tear running down my face. The cotton gloves came in handy that day.

That sort of emotional engagement returned to me occasionally while I was researching *A Hotly Contested Affair*, a book that focuses on what might seem to many a most unemotional subject. It returned, for example, when I read for the first time a series of letters that Samantha Holmes, a ten-year-old girl from Mississauga, wrote in 1988. Samantha had just returned with her family from a visit to Calgary, where they had gone to watch some of the Winter Olympic Games hosted there. Already an accomplished hockey player herself, she was struck by the lack of women’s hockey at the pinnacle of world competition, and so she put her pen to paper. She wrote to her Prime Minister, her Premier, her Mayor, her M.P., the head of the Canadian Amateur Hockey Association, and even the president of the International Olympic Committee asking why: “When I get older, I want to be able to compete in hockey with other countries all over the world. Will I have that chance? ... If not, please let me know why and I will try to understand. Also, if the answer is no what can you do to change that? I don’t want to give up on my dreams.” Unlike the soldier’s letters, the replies to Samantha’s missives have survived (and are re-printed in my book). I almost wish they hadn’t. Full of platitudes, they counsel patience and hard work at school and they stickhandle around the critical question at the core of a little girl’s profound challenge: why are women treated differently than men on the ice rink? And can we please change that now?

These sources bring the past to life for me, and touch me. They make me want to know more. And so, I am very grateful to have had this opportunity.

Let me close with a piece of advice to anyone who receives an email message with the subject line “Out of the Blue: The Champlain Society Calling.” The advice is this: answer it quickly, and say “yes.” Thank you.
VII Additional Reading and Useful Resources

The works listed and commented on below appear in an order that will take the beginning editor from large-scale problems of editorial purpose and textual meaning to more specialized and technical issues. Some online and open access sources are indicated, and university and public libraries to which the editor has access will offer a further range of links from proprietary publishers’ sites such as those of the university presses and many others.


A beautiful short book about encounters with what the historian Lisa Jardine called “the fragmentary remains of the past,” and a wonderful prelude to your project.


Though it’s not concerned with documentary editing as such, this is the best possible place to begin editing. A passionate and massively influential book.


A very different approach from McKenzie’s, by a master of the sheer technicalities of his craft reflecting on issues far beyond the technical. A necessary companion to McKenzie.


A thorough survey of the issues involved in, and methods for, “establishing the text.” Both historical and systematic.


“The Bible” on the subject of hand-press and machine-press printing. The basics on how the printing press and the binding process work, and thus affect the transmission of text. An important and useful reference work.

Twenty-five essays on editing by leading scholars, divided chronologically and by language area. The quality of the essays varies, but all are extremely informative. Essential reading: Greetham’s Introduction, Tanselle’s “The Varieties of Scholarly Editing,” and, for Champlain Society editors, Joel Myerson’s “Colonial and Nineteenth-Century American Literature.”


The book – and manuscript – collecting terms used in the book trade; delightful browsing.


One of the world’s most distinguished palaeographers writes about his craft. Trained in medieval texts, Petrucci worked on all kinds of handwriting, from Etruscan epigraphy to anti-Fascist graffiti.


Focuses on the history and problems of North American documentary editing.


Covers many of the same issues as Kline (above) but laid out as a practical guide, with many options offered to the prospective editor.


Covers many of the same issues as the two books above, but from the British point of view, and with many memorable anecdotes.


Students of early Canadian history and documents have long needed a book like this.

Many classic articles and chapters in the new field of book history, in a 2002 collection then quickly updated with new material. Deals with the material and economic history of book creation and transmission.


Compiled for the Association for Documentary Editing, this volume retains its usefulness, though the editor warns that it does not deal with the most recent technical developments in editing resulting from the resources provided by the internet. Alphabetically organized, with brief but cogent annotations. The introduction groups the entries into useful topical categories, and there is a charming appendix listing some of the many mystery stories whose plots exploit manuscripts, printed books, bookselling, and editing.


Scholarly Editing. The annual publication of the Association for Documentary Editing (ADE), in the USA. https://www.documentaryediting.org/wordpress/.


Textual Cultures. Published twice a year by the Society for Textual Scholarship: https://textualsociety.org/.
Websites:

In addition, see the following short list of websites, important for themselves but also containing many links to other sites of use to editors, book historians, and bibliographers:

The Bibliographical Society of America:  http://www.bibsocamer.org/.
ADE (Association for Documentary Editing):

https://www.documentaryediting.org/wordpress/. The association’s new annual publication (beginning in 2020) is Scholarly Editing:  https://scholarlyediting.org/.

Society for Textual Scholarship:  https://textualsociety.org/.
Digital Collections: Werner, Studying Early Printed Books, 170, has a short list of links to major public collections, and also a link to her own more extensive list at:  http://www.earlyprintedbooks.com.